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Snow depth measurements

- 0 – 9+m deep

How much mass accumulates each winter?

- 560kg/m³ avg. density
- 65-95” SWE
1.7m ice loss each summer
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ACTUAL AREA for Jackson/Blackfoot Glaciers

1998 - 2.94 square kilometers

PREDICTED AREA for Jackson/Blackfoot Glaciers

2000 - 3.89 square kilometers
2010 - 2.44 square kilometers

We are approximately 10 years ahead of the predicted rate of melting for these glaciers
Aquatic invertebrate species distribution in response to stream temperature
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- Parapsyche elsis
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What is the frequency of natural avalanches?
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Understand and predict responses of Western mountain ecosystems to climatic variability and change – emphasizing their sensitivities, thresholds, resistance, and resilience.

SCIENCE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Regional and continental scale assessments
New understanding through syntheses of existing data and knowledge
Getting diverse disciplines and groups working together, opening up information exchanges
New capabilities with modeling
Relevance to managers (fire, drought, threatened species, forestry)
Bring a focus to mountains
Mapping New Terrain: Climate Change and the America's West